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Matthew:   Hello. Welcome to Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by 

MarketingProfs. I’m your host Matthew Grant, Managing Editor here at 
MarketingProfs, and I thank you for listening. 

 
 Marketing today is a complex proposition. For large organizations marketing to 

millions of people across a broad range of media, it’s super complex. This 
complexity not only expresses itself in the number and variety of marketing 
tactics employed or the quantity of marketing resources deployed, but above all 
in the need for systems and processes aimed at ensuring that marketing is both 
effective and efficient. 

  
 Marketing Operations is the disciplined focused on developing and perfecting 

such systems. To talk about what that can entail and what a system-savvy 
approach to marketing can accomplish, I invited Steven Bushong, Senior Vice 
President of Marketing Operations at the Disney/ABC Television Group to 
Marketing Smarts. 

 
 I asked Steve about his role, how his background in systems engineering has 

influenced his approach to marketing operations, and how one encourages 
experimentation while maintaining a focus on efficiency. The following 
conversation was the result.  

 
Before we get started, I want to remind you that if you like what you hear on 
Marketing Smarts, and even if you don’t, you can always leave us a review on 
iTunes or a comment on our site. You’re also welcome to reach out to me directly 
via email. My email address is MattG@marketingprofs.com. Or you can find me 
on Twitter, where I am @MattTGrant. 
 
Without much further ado, let’s get started. Steve, welcome to Marketing Smarts. 

 
Steven: Thanks a lot, Matt. I appreciate you inviting me on. 
 
Matthew:  I was happy that you were able to join us. I want to lead right into things here. 

Your role at Disney/ABC is Senior Vice President of Marketing Operations. I was 
wondering if you could tell our audience what that entails and what you’re 
responsible for within that role. 

 
Steven: Sure. It’s a role that isn’t necessarily well-defined. Depending on the day of the 

week, I’ll be doing different things. It really articulates around a couple of core 
areas. One is people, then process, technology, and finance. 

 
What that means in terms of people, for example. I was responsible for leading 
the re-architecting of the organization based on the functions that we wanted to 
accomplish.  
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With the people, once we identified the organization, it’s really about determining 
staffing levels, competencies, how to develop people, give them specific jobs to 
stretch their competencies, new capabilities, training, things of that nature. 
 
In the area of processes, it really touches how we get things done, whether that 
is planning and covering our annual campaign plans, or how we actually go 
through the creative development and production process through distribution.  
 
With technology, the physical plant that we use to make things, which is largely 
computer-based. Final Cut Pro, we’ll use Pro Tools for audio mixing, our 
distribution servers, things of that nature. I am responsible for that. 
 
The last one in finance, partially because of my background and partially 
because of my interest. I also make sure that we’re achieving all of our financial 
targets, allocating funds the way we need to so that we don’t run out at the end of 
the year. 

 
Matthew: All right. First of all, it sounds like you’re responsible for more or less everything 

within marketing, at the operation level.  
 

You talked about the planning and campaigns and things like that that you run. 
Primarily, your focus in marketing is really promoting the content that’s on 
Disney/ABC and trying to drive viewership. Is that the primary goal? 

 
Steven: Yes. I’m part of the Disney/ABC Television group. It’s the part that deals with 

broadcast television, so the incredible shows like Scandal, Revenge, Once Upon 
a Time, Shark Tank, things of that nature.  
 
What our team does is come up with: What are the campaign plans? How should 
we be marketing those shows to drive audience, first and foremost, on live 
television? Live viewing is still the most monetized area. Then once we have the 
audience, how do we keep them engaged? How do we keep them wanting to 
come back? How do we provide them not just with promos that talk about what’s 
on the next episode, but what’s this other type of content that’s value-edited 
content for them?  
 
That’s what the group does. My role in the group is to develop the campaign 
plans. I put in place and worked with our SVP of Strategy to develop the process 
of developing the campaign plans and managing the campaigns. I also don’t do 
the actual creating.  
 
If you think about it, what we’ve done in marketing is we’ve sort of broken it up 
into three poles, if you will. One is about creative, one is about strategy, and one 
is about the operation. 
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Matthew: That was one of my questions: What are the other pieces in the marketing puzzle 

over there? You’ve just laid it out.  
 

I was curious when you said you were brought in to re-architect the organization. 
What were the challenges that the organization was facing that your re-
architecting was aimed to solve? 

 
Steven: For the longest time, entertainment—more precisely television—marketing was 

really all about creative. You’d come up with some great stuff, some beautiful 
content, some great creative, and you would push it out everywhere. 

 
What we began thinking about—partially because there’s a huge transformation 
in our business, the way the audience behaves, the way the audience is 
consuming our product, and also there are a lot of financial considerations. We 
decided what we really wanted to do is we wanted to be an organization that was 
strategy-led.  
 
We really identify what we’re trying to accomplish, develop the objectives, then 
develop strategies. Those strategies will then drive the types of creative. Not 
what’s in the creative, but the types of creative we’re going to need to market our 
shows. That creative would then determine how it would get executed. 
 
It’s an approach that I think in the consumer goods or industrial goods that has 
existed for a while—being more strategy-driven rather than creative-driven. That 
was a huge transition that we had to make because a lot of the people who are in 
this business and this industry grew up with creative driving everything. 

 
Matthew: This makes sense, especially with Disney. Everyone associates that with 

creative. I was wondering if you could unpack that a little bit more when you say, 
“strategy-led.” Does that mean it focuses on getting market share or enticing a 
certain kind of viewer population to look at things? What’s a strategic element 
that would be driving the creative the way you described? 

 
Steven: When I talk about strategy for us—again, this may be different than in other 

industries—we don’t get involved in determining which shows get made. We 
contribute to which ones we actually pick up, but not which ones get mad and not 
the day-to-day storylines. That’s a whole other aspect of product development, if 
you will. It’s separate from marketing. We have conversations, but we’re not 
influencing it too much.  

 
What we’ll do is we’ll have discussions with the people who are producing those 
shows. We’ll understand where they think they’re going to go with that storyline. 
We’ll work with our senior executives, the President of the Network, to identify 
the target population or audience for this particular show and describe them. 
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What are they doing in their free time? We develop a sort of psychographic view 
of what the audience does.  
 
We’ll position the show within the ABC portfolio as well as the competitive airings 
that are out there. We’ll work with our scheduling people to determine when it’s 
going to go on the air. Again, that’s a decision they make, largely driven by some 
financial competitive considerations. 
 
Once we’ve positioned the show, we’ll determine what the key hooks are for the 
show, what the core elements are that we’re going to want to play up about the 
show, and what the audience is going to be looking for. We’ll translate that into 
specific types of marketing activities—activities can be interchanged with 
tactics—that we can execute to get the audience engaged and thinking about our 
show.  
 
Like everything else, we have to think about the marketing funnel or marketing 
journey for the audience. First they have to become aware that a show actually 
exists. We have to create that awareness. We have to amp that up so there’s an 
intent to tune in. Then, very clearly, we have to drive tune in. That’s one of the 
hardest things for most product companies: how do you get somebody who’s 
thinking about “I really want to buy that” to actually buy that? That’s a 
transactional piece. We really have to remind people that our shows are on so 
they actually tune in and watch. 

 
Matthew: Another thing I was going to say is that I imagine that’s the end purchase, in a 

sense, that’s going to happen in the broadcast model. I was curious, too, 
because of my own ignorance: How much better has the broadcast industry 
gotten at accurately capturing tune-in? For me, it was the Nielson Households 
when I was growing up. Is it more complicated? Is it dated by the fact that people 
may be consuming content online or via ABC.com or something like that? 

 
 The broader question is: What are the things that are in place so you can capture 

the success of what’s happening at the end of the funnel, so to speak, at the tune 
in? 

 
Steven: Nielson is still the currency that’s used by both the advertisers and the media 

outlets. I liken Nielson a little bit to the Federal Reserve here in the United States 
as our currency. We may not like it, but that’s what it is. It’s a very imprecise 
measurement. It’s based on a small panel that represents the United States. We 
can disagree with what some of the numbers say, but c’est la vie. That’s what it 
is. 
 
That’s what we try to drive. We try to drive Nielson because that’s how 
advertisers are buying the space that we sell. 
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That isn’t the be all, end all for us. With Nielson, we can get some demographic 
information, but that is clearly inadequate for the type of target marketing and 
target communication we do now across all the engagement platforms that exist. 
 
What we do is we’ll buy other data sources. We’ll work with some Set Top Box 
Data. We’ll work with other data providers. There are people like Axiom, for 
example. We’ll begin developing models and do analysis around that so we can 
better target people who we believe are either already watching our show or we 
believe that they’re more likely to watch our show if they know about it. We’ll 
reach out to engage them. 
 
Nielson is still the measurement, but it’s not the only data we’re using to help us 
understand better the marketplace, the audience, and better target them.  

 
Matthew: Since you mentioned the advertisers and things like that, I was curious about the 

dynamic there. If the main focus within your marketing organization is driving 
viewership to shows, that (of course) is then getting monetized. That’s where the 
money comes in, at least in part.  

 
 I was curious about to what extent are you guys responsible for what happens 

with the advertising dollars. Are you on the hook to deliver viewers and sales or 
another organization has to make sure that advertisers are happy? How does 
that all get negotiated? 

 
Steven: That’s evolved a great deal over the last few years. Previously, marketing was 

there to drive eyeballs. The salespeople sold blank space with a maximum 
number of eyeballs around it.  

 
 We still have to do that. Our sales group is still selling the blank space, the 

advertising space between our shows or within the shows. We still have to get as 
many people as possible to actually watch.  

 
 In addition, what we’ve done much more recently—we’re starting to do more and 

more of this—is we’re working hand in hand with the sales team on marketing 
integrations where it makes sense to organically integrate our advertisers’ 
message with our show. It’s not like product placement.  

 
 A great example of when we did this—I think a lot of people saw this. Last 

autumn, in November, we actually did some work with Target and Neiman 
Marcus. For the holidays, we put together a special collection of specifically-
designed products.  

 
 What we did with the show Revenge, we actually created ten minutes of original 

content that used some of the show talent in a storyline that integrated a bit with 
the story but wasn’t part of the story. It was separate, but it was similar. It 
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showcased a lot of these products that Neiman Marcus and Target were selling 
over the holidays. 

 
 What that did is it, first of all, gave Neiman Marcus and Target the opportunity to 

tie in with a very well-rated, highly engaging show. For us, Target bought out all 
the pods in that episode. It was financially interesting.  

 
What it did to the audience was that the audience didn’t understand if it was an 
ad or not an ad. If you think about DVR busting, people just stayed glued to the 
television, watching right through. I don’t know if people just kept their legs 
crossed because they didn’t know if they could go to the restroom or not, but they 
just continued through. They were engaged from the beginning of the episode 
through all the advertising pods to the end of the episode.  
 
That’s something we’re doing more and more, either large scale like that or 
smaller scale, as well. 

 
Matthew: Right. I can imagine that’s what advertisers are looking for. How do you get 

people to actually watch a commercial? My question there on some level is 
people say, “Let’s not confuse our viewers.”  

 
I actually had a guy, Bob Cohn, who is the Editor of Atlantic Digital, on the show 
a few months back. In the online publishing world, they’re trying to play around 
with, he called it “organic content.” It was basically sponsored content. One of his 
key things was you can’t confuse the reader. They have to know. Are they read 
an advertisement? Are they reading an editorial? Are they reading real original 
content? What is this? 
 
It sounds like this was a very successful experiment. Is that a concern to people? 
Does it delude the brand equity of a show? I’m not sure how things work in 
broadcast, so I’m asking. 

 
Steven: Clearly you have to be really, really, really careful. You have to be careful 

because some of the stars of our shows actually have endorsement deals with 
certain products and certain distributors. We have to make sure that we’re not 
violating any of that.  

 
 I think there’s a difference between news and editorial-type work and 

entertainment. People come to our shows—again, I’m in the entertainment side 
of business—to be entertained. Our job is to entertain them as best we can. If we 
can integrate messages that tie in and work—if something doesn’t work, clearly 
we’re not going to force-fit it.  

 
I can’t imagine one right now that we’d be unable to do, but we’ve turned down 
advertisers saying, “We just can’t marry your product with our content. It doesn’t 
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work.” We’re really cautious about that because our audience gets very strongly 
engaged with the characters on our network. One of the strengths of the ABC 
network are the very moving, engaging character relationships that are there. 
 
We have to be really careful about it. Again, at the end of the day, we’re about 
entertainment. I could see, for example, news brands or editorial brands having a 
bigger challenge. 

 
Matthew: Right. They try to maintain this very clear wall between editorial and advertising. I 

think you’re right. At this stage of the game, viewers—especially since we just 
went through Super Bowl season a few weeks back—are happy being 
entertained by commercials. In fact, there’s a kind of high bar for that. They’re 
willing to indulge and engage there. 

 
 I want to shift things a little bit here and get into your background. As you were 

describing your role in marketing operations and everything that that entails in 
what I imagine to be a very large and complex marketing organization, I was 
interested in your background and how you got there.  

 
You said c’est la vie earlier. You started with Disney in France, if I’m not 
mistaken. I was wondering if you could trace out your career path, particularly 
since you studied systems engineering early on, then had this journey. I’m 
wondering how it all fits together and sort of—I don’t want to say culminate 
because you’re not at the end—how it led to your current situation in marketing 
operations. 

 
Steven: I’ve done a lot of different things. I’ve been very fortunate that way. Sometimes I 

sort of think of being a reinventalist. I think a lot of executives and a lot of people 
today need to be able to adapt. They need to reinvent themselves from time to 
time.  

 
 My first degree is in industrial engineering from the University of Michigan. From 

there, I worked in the auto industry. I worked in hospitals. I was really about 
driving continuous improvement and identifying deficiencies.  

 
 I had an opportunity to make a big switch in my life and go back and get my 

graduate degree. I got a Business degree from Babson College, out in 
Massachusetts. There, I focused just on general business.  

 
 I’m a bit of an adventurer. I wasn’t sure what I wanted to do. I’m still not sure 

what I want to do when I grow up. I went down that path because I figured what it 
was doing was opening more doors than it was closing.  
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 I met my wife at Babson. She’s French. We moved to Europe. There was a 
debate about that. She wanted to stay in the United States. I wanted to go to 
Europe. I won. It gave me an opportunity to really embark on a new adventure.  

 
 It was there in 1991 that started with the Walt Disney Company. We were 

finishing the build of Disneyland Paris. It was an incredible startup. You rarely 
see things like this, but it was the birth of a company of 10,000 people. My role 
there was really to help organize with, again, people process technology of the 
theme park. 

 
 Then I had an opportunity to work across all the different aspects of the theme 

park. I’ve always had an interest in innovation. At the same time, I was working in 
Paris. I was able to teach new product development at one of the French 
business schools. 

 
 This is all going on in my head. As we’re a startup, having to do a lot of different 

things, I migrated through a bunch of departments. One of the departments I 
worked with for a while was the marketing department. It was all about how do 
you manage and then measure your campaigns for a theme park? 

 
 This went on and did a bunch of things. At a point in time, I had an opportunity to 

leave Disneyland Paris and join the Walt Disney Company. Some of the studies 
are organizational structure at a corporate level and understand that. 

 
 I moved to a role of strategic sourcing and procurement. Like, what? Strategic 

sourcing and procurement is really all about supply chain and creating strategic 
relationships with vendors, who really are strategic partners of a company.  
 
I was able to do this. I started that organization outside of North America. I 
managed that for a few years. I moved back to the United States. Still within 
strategic sourcing, I started supporting the television business. One part of the 
television business I was supporting as a sourcing person was marketing. 
 
I saw what was going on and the way that the marketing was being done, and I 
proposed to the executive at the time that I think there’s another way of thinking 
about how they do marketing that might help them drive efficiencies and free up 
money and time to be more creative. 
 
I was offered the job to take the role of the Senior Vice President of Marketing 
Operations. That was the inception of my current role. That’s how I transitioned 
over into a more marketing role, leveraging my engineering technical supply 
chain skills. 

 
Matthew: I’m really curious about this. Obviously there’s been so much pressure on 

marketing. When I met you at the CMO Summit back in January, there were big 
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conversations about the longevity of CMOs and all the pressures on them and 
why they don’t succeed. It seems like, in part, it has to do with the growing 
complexity. You work in a particularly complex area of marketing itself, with 
everything that marketing has to do in all the technologies that they’ve called on 
to use in order to accomplish what they have to do. 

 
 At the same time, where there’s increased scrutiny put on marketing spend and 

efficiency within the marketing organization—an organization that I think, 
traditionally, hasn’t thought of itself enough as a system, for example, that could 
be improved. 

 
 Do you see this emergence of marketing operations and even the way your role 

grew as a response to these pressures being put on marketing leadership, 
specifically marketing operations, and how they get funded and maintained? 

 
Steven: Clearly. It’s funny. In the entertainment industry—and I think in a lot of places—

marketing was rarely held accountable for delivery. When I say delivery, I mean 
delivery of concrete results: sales, ratings, stuff like that. If they created beautiful 
campaigns, engaging and funny campaigns, that was their measure of success.  

 
 That’s changed so much. In the world that we live in, things get brought down to 

what’s the bottom line? What’s the bottom line of what we’re doing? 
 
 The role of marketing, while it still exists in terms of engaging the audience, the 

leadership of marketing has to have a different perspective. They have to really 
be focusing on: How can I engage my audience? How can I engage my 
consumers to deliver concrete, measureable results and growth to the company? 

 
 That’s something that wasn’t necessarily the modus operandi of marketing ten 

years ago, 15 years ago. 
 
Matthew: Right. At the CMO Summit and also what I read online in other venues, you’ve 

talked about that you have to find these tactics that are really going to deliver 
measureable results. In some cases, that’s becoming less and less something 
new for marketing, but it can be new. This calls on marketers and marketing 
leaders to be sort of innovative and experiment. 

 
 I know it’s something that you try to encourage in your team—experimentation 

and trying new things to see what can work. I was curious about two aspects of 
that. On the one hand, how do you go about encouraging experimentation, 
particularly when people can feel like, “If that doesn’t work, I lose my job.” In 
addition, how do you wed or maintain the balance between having an operation 
that is a well-run, efficient organization where there’s a component part of it that 
is unplanned or experimental? 
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Steven: It’s very interesting because there’s a whole body of thought around something 
called lean process improvement, based on the target production system, applied 
to a whole bunch of different things. As you become more and more efficient, 
more and more lean, you’re less and less able to adapt. You’re less and less 
able to experiment and try new things and react or respond to a bump in the 
road. There’s a real balance to make there.  

 
 It’s funny because I was addressing this issue this morning with some people. 

We produce a lot of content. We’ll produce roughly 12,000 unique pieces of 
content that we distribute to all kinds of platforms per year, just for our primetime 
broadcast. That has to be industrialized as much as possible so that it’s efficient. 

 
 At the same time, what we have to do is encourage our teams —the writers, 

producers, editors— to actually go out and try new things. How do we do that? 
One: we’ll set up budgets. We’ll be very careful. We’ll set up very tight budgets 
for the day-to-day operations, the production of what we’re going to need to do. 
We always set aside money for research and development. 

 
 This research and development could be investment in new technologies to see 

what it can do for us. It can be working with new vendors. For example, we’re 
working with one vendor who actually taps into film students or students who are 
interested in television at different universities to actually see what they can 
produce for us. We’re testing something like that. Or we’ll just get some time and 
some content to our internal team and let them play with it. We set up a 
laboratory here where they can just go and they can try something. 

 
 It doesn’t always work. We have to be prepared for failure. That’s okay. What we 

have to do as leaders, if somebody is investing their time and it’s not working, we 
have to say, “That’s great. You found a way not to do it. Let’s keep going and see 
if we can find ways to do it.” 

 
 As creative people, we also have to think, “Okay, I just came up with this 

incredible, great messaging that I’m wed to, that I love. I think everybody else is 
going to love it.” When we pitch it to our strategy team, we’ll say, “Look. We have 
this great idea. We think we can do it.” They’ll say, “You know what, we don’t 
have the placement for it. These are the priorities. Maybe we can use that 
concept for another show.” 

 
 It’s really a dynamic management that takes place. One of the keys is making 

sure you’re setting aside money and funds and time for experimentation. It’s 
something that a lot of people don’t do because we’re really tightly budgeting. 
You have to force yourself to do it. 

 
Matthew: Right. You have to make room for that, in a sense, play and experimentation. 

You have to also create the culture where things not exactly working out as 
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planned is actually acceptable and maybe even encouraged, as long as you can 
draw some learning from it afterwards. 

 
Steven: Yes. The role of a leader in just about any organization is just to absorb some of 

the fiscal pressures, financial pressures, that exist and shield the creative team 
from that so they can be creative. You can just let them go hog wild and take it all 
on yourself. You have to provide the framework if people are going to be working 
with it. That’s one of the words of leaders: absorb that and keep people 
motivated to deliver the best they possibly can. 

 
Matthew: Nice. That’s a perfect spot for us to end, Steve. That’s all the time we have here. 

I wanted to thank you very much for joining us on Marketing Smarts. 
 
Steven: Thanks a lot. I really appreciate it. 
 
Matthew: Thanks. Thank you listeners for listening to the very end. This has been the 

Marketing Smarts podcast, brought to you by MarketingProfs. I’ve been your host 
Matthew Grant. Talk to you next week. 


